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Below is the front page and main menu for the FX product and all pages have a link back to this page.

IDEAglobal offers a new direct route into its pages by offering "click-ability" that allows quick and easy
navigation to the desired information.
Just "click" on "Fast track" on the main menu <IDEAFX>, for example, and you will be transported
directly to our headline page that carries all the latest headlines including news and rumours, market
psychology and data releases. Intra-day, tactical and strategic outlooks across all markets combining
fundamental and technical analysis and insights into market positioning. Includes coverage on spot,
options and forwards, all updated 24 hours a day. Just remember <IDEAFX>
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Click on "Fundamental Analysis" and you will be transported to an index of the day's latest
previews and reviews of current data. Economic and policy meetings attached to G10 countries and
forecasts for the major Central Banks. Independent of all banks and traders, IDEAglobal analysts
have no hidden agendas from governments or market participants, providing totally unbiased views
and strategies.
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